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Theories of innovation often balance the contrasting views that
either smart people create smart things or smartly constructed
institutions create smart things. Central to models of these views
are the roles that that population size, connectivity, and the be-
havior of individuals themselves play in the discovery of novelty.
While population models have shown these factors to be impor-
tant for innovation, few have taken the individual-central ap-
proach seriously by examining the role individuals play within
their groups, namely in terms of the inequality of performance
between them. To explore how network structures influence not
only population-level innovation but also the distribution of per-
formance among individuals, we studied an agent-based model
of the Potions Task, a paradigm developed to test how struc-
ture affects a group’s ability to find novel solutions in a difficult
exploration task. We explore how size, connectivity, and the
propensity for agents to share information in a network influ-
ence innovation and how these have an impact on the emergence
of inequality in the network in terms of agent contributions. We
find that population size has a negative effect on innovation per
capita, that many small groups outperform fewer large groups,
that migration has few effects on innovation in the task, and
highlight how human social network structures may facilitate
role specialization. Moreover, we show that every network fac-
tor which improves innovation leads to a proportional increase
in inequality of performance in the network, creating "genius
effects" among otherwise "dumb" agents in both idealized and
real-world networks.
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Introduction

Why do some populations succeed in building complex inno-
vations while others don’t? Approaches in economics, com-
plex systems, organizational science, and a number of other
disciplines implicate a number of factors including cultural
norms, ecological affordances, path dependency, and luck.
Much of this research into innovation has focused on either
one of two perspectives: an agent-positive perspective which
focuses on the ability of brilliant, or highly skilled individuals
in a network to add a great deal of talent to the common pool
of resources (1, 2), and an agent-negative perspective which
focuses on the ability of a network to efficiently transmit in-
formation and allow the group as a whole to solve problems
(3, 4). In line with the latter perspective, recent work has
studied how factors such as population size (5), connectivity
(6), and inter-group communication (7) can help individu-

als explore—and ultimately combine—different ideas to im-
prove collective problem-solving, a phenomenon known as
transient diversity (8–10).

Prior models have extensively examined tradeoffs be-
tween network structures and task completion, such as
the common finding that decreased connectivity allows for
groups to complete more complex tasks and increased con-
nectivity allows for groups to complete simpler tasks (11);
yet the impact that less network connectivity has on the per-
formance of individual agents remains rather opaque. Suffi-
cient understanding of why some individuals provide larger
than average contributions to collective performance or of
which structures efficiently leverage individual intelligence
per capita thus remain an underdeveloped aspect of research
into collective intelligence. While it is the case that transient
diversity increases the ability of the population to improve
collective problem-solving, the presence of such diversity re-
quires that some agents in the population will have better
solutions than others. The heterogeneity among better and
worse information in the population creates an inequality of
performance between agents, which, when linked to network-
level performance, can broadly be associated with sociolog-
ical ideas of the "inequality of input." This is separate from,
but loosely related to other forms of inequality of outcome,
opportunity, or resources (12). In other words, the mainte-
nance of transient diversity in a fitness landscape necessitates
an "inequality of success" between agents in the population,
linked to their position in the network and the information
they receive from others. Understanding this inequality is im-
portant not only because of its importance to collective prob-
lem solving, but also because it may have causal implications
for other forms of inequality, including that of wealth, power,
and opportunity.

We use modeling to show how the relationship between
group-level variables and individual performance can help to
explain the mismatch between the agent-positive and agent-
negative perspectives of innovation as well as subsequent in-
equality of performance. Using this framework, we show that
patterns similar to Pareto’s "law of the vital few," whereby
20% of individuals perform 80% of the work for an organi-
zation (13), can simply arise as a result of a group’s struc-
ture. We also show that not only is it the case that these "vital
few" distributions can arise in populations, but that networks
which innovate the best also produce the most inequality.

We approach this question by analyzing the roles that pop-
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ulation size, network connectivity, the diffusion of informa-
tion by agents, and the ability of agents to switch groups play
in a model of cumulative innovation. We examine how these
factors relate to the speed and quality of innovation, in line
with prior work on this topic. We then compare measures
of success to the inequality of performance between agents
using the Gini coefficient, which has been used widely to as-
sess the heterogeneous contributions of individuals in groups
(12, 14). In doing so, we develop an understanding of how
factors which bolster innovation are associated with the emer-
gence of apparent differences in agent-level performance.

Population Size. The size of a group has been popularly im-
plicated as a factor leading to increased innovation (15–17).
More people bring more ideas. In a mathematical model of
social learning, Henrich (5) examined how population size
can contribute to both cultural loss and innovation, finding
that small populations were vulnerable to cultural loss and
larger populations were more likely to innovate. Despite indi-
viduals in both populations having the same capacity to learn
complex skills from their peers, small populations lacked the
variance of skill that large populations possessed and more
often drifted below their own mean skill levels; large popu-
lations on the other hand drifted past the average learner and
continued to innovate. In recent years, a more complex pic-
ture of the role of population size on innovation has emerged.
Instead of the raw census size of a group being the primary
factor bolstering innovation, more critical is a group’s effec-
tive population size, a broad measure of how extensively di-
verse a population is (18). Nevertheless, if connectivity is
held constant, increasing the size of the actual population can
bolster the effective population size of a group and find bet-
ter solutions faster than smaller groups of the same connec-
tivity (19, 20). While increasing innovation, increased popu-
lation sizes also provide opportunities for more exacerbated
inequality, in part due to the increased number of possible
comparisons which can be made between individuals. In both
network models and real world populations, increased popu-
lation sizes and larger networks bring associated increases in
density, which in turn, increases inequality (21, 22).

Connectivity. More structured, or less connected, popula-
tions have also been shown to increase effective popula-
tion sizes and support innovation (6, 11, 19, 23, 24). Re-
duced connectivity can bolster innovation by either allow-
ing sub-groups of a network to work on separate parts of
the broader problem or by simply altering the flow of in-
formation between groups. From an inequality perspective,
these mechanisms of restricting information can create het-
erogeneity in disparate parts of the network, leading to the
emergence of inequality. In general, less efficient or less
connected networks allow for different groups of individu-
als to think about different things. In models of collective
problem-solving where problem complexity can be manipu-
lated, fully-connected networks perform well on simple tasks
while partially-connected networks perform much better on
complex ones (6, 11). In addition to the structure of the net-

improvement or recombination of different traits (19, 24). Players
were provided with six active ingredients that could be associated
in groups of three to create a remedy. Whereas all 56 possible
triads provided players with a measure of remedy efficiency, two
triads provided players with a new active ingredient (A1 and B1;
Fig. 1). Each of these new ingredients allowed players to create
new, more rewarding triads simulating incremental improvements.
The opportunity for players to discover two different innovations
from the same initial set of ingredients simulated cultural di-
vergence. By allowing players to produce specific triads, early
innovation events opened alternative path-dependent trajecto-
ries: Triads using A1 allowed players to discover the new in-
gredient A2, whereas B1-based triads allowed players to discover B2.
The same principle applied to the discovery of third-level in-
gredients, after which players had to combine innovations from both
A and B path-dependent trajectories to progress further in the
landscape. For example, the discovery of one of the two fourth-
level innovations required triads involving both A3 and B3.
Participants were placed within groups of six. Each participant

had 72 trials to refine his/her own remedy and maximize his/her
cumulative score. We compared two different treatments. In the
fully connected condition, players were provided with information
about the remedies produced by the five other group members after
each trial. In the partially connected condition, players were

members of a partially connected network of three subgroups of two
players. Players could observe the solutions of the other player within
their subgroup, and, occasionally, different groups were connected
by the movement of individuals between groups.
We predicted that individuals in fully connected groups would

tend to converge on the same solution, making them unable to
generate new traits by combining solutions from different
path-dependent trajectories. We expected individuals in partially
connected groups to be more likely to progress along different path-
dependent trajectories, and thus exhibit more diverse cultural rep-
ertoires, including innovations resulting from the combination of
traits arising from different evolutionary pathways.

Results
We found that fully connected groups were able to discover A3
(50% of groups) and B3 (33.3%), but none of the fully connected
groups were able to discover both A3 and B3. In comparison,
91.7% of partially isolated groups discovered A3, 66.7% discov-
ered B3, and 58.3% discovered both (Fig. 2). Additionally, every
partially connected group that reached both third-level innova-
tions combined them together and produced some fourth-level
innovations. In three of the five partially connected groups that
failed to reach fourth-level innovations, the three subgroups hap-
pened to produce innovations along the same pathway, thereby

A B

Fig. 1. Path-dependent trajectories. The six initial ingredients were randomly divided into two types unknown to players. These ingredients could be as-
sociated using a three-slot apparatus. Within each type, ingredients were randomly assigned one of three possible values. Ingredients positively interacted
with ingredients from the same type and negatively with ingredients from the other type, which created an initial fitness landscape with two possible optima
with the same value. The discovery of one of these optima provided players with a new ingredient (A1 or B1). A1 and B1 were assigned the same value
(superior to those values associated with the initial ingredients) and positively or negatively interacted with the same number of randomly chosen ingredients
(the interaction pattern of A1 was the reverse of the interaction pattern of B1). As a result, A1 and B1 allowed players to produce specific and more rewarding
triads (A1-based and B1-based triads). Scores associated with superior-level innovations were attributed according to the same principle, and the most re-
warding Ai-based and Bi-based triads provided players with a new ingredient (Ai+1 and Bi+1, respectively). A3 and B3, however, were assigned specific
properties and strongly and positively interacted with each other. As a result, the most rewarding A3-based triad (that provided players with A4) required B3,

and, reciprocally, the most rewarding B3-based triad (that provided players with B4) required A3.
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Fig. 1. Trajectories in the Potions Task. Combinations are built from a set of six ba-
sic ingredients which are then combined to make more complex ingredients. These
can themselves be combined to make even more complex ingredients, but the dis-
covery of the two trajectories in the space of innovation depends on the initial combi-
nations made by participants. Each item has a score, shown in the center column,
which reflects how high up on the trajectory it is. The discovery of the highest-
scoring ingredient requires discovering and combining the best solutions from the
two respective trajectories. Figure from Derex and Boyd, 2016 (29)

work affecting its connectivity, the agent behavior can also
alter this component (10, 11). Examples include variation
in agents’ social learning strategies (25), their propensity for
risk-taking (20), and their rates of interaction (26). Individ-
uals may also leave their own group to join others for peri-
ods of time to exchange information, as in the case of migra-
tion or trade, as found in several extensions of Henrich’s (5)
model where increasing movement between groups played a
larger role for facilitating innovation than increase the size of
any individual group (7, 27, 28).

The Potions Task. Derex and Boyd (29) introduced the Po-
tions Task to investigate the link between cumulative inno-
vations, group structure, and path dependency using a real-
world behavioral experiment. Groups were brought together
to play a digital game where each person was provided the
same set of six ingredients to mix together into newer ingre-
dients. In the experiment, new ingredients were placed along
two separate discovery trajectories, and the most powerful
ingredient could only be produced by combining the final
ingredients from both trajectories in what the experimenters
called a "crossover event" (Fig. 1). Subjects were placed in
one of two group structures: either a “fully-connected” group
who could mix their own ingredients and see their team-
mates’ combinations at the end of each round or in “partially-
connected” groups of dyads that were randomly reassigned
partners after several rounds. The authors found that only
partially-connected groups were able to find the top ingredi-
ents in both trajectories and achieve a "crossover event" by
combining the two.
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Fig. 2. Performance in the Potions Task across three properties of Erdős–Rényi random networks, disaggregated by the measurement used to assess performance, the size
of the population, and the property being manipulated. Top: Time to a crossover event in the Potions Task as a measure of the number of "steps" in the model, measured by
the number of epochs, during which every agent in the population makes a combination with a partner. Middle: Time to a crossover event in the Potions task as a measure of
the total number of combinations in the model, or the total number of dyadic interactions made at each step. Bottom: Normalized Gini coefficients for the same networks in the
task. Left Column: Network Connectivity is manipulated by altering the critical edge probability p = 1/(n−1), which is the probability of a possible edge being created when
the network is initialized. Center Column: Information Diffusion is the probability that a given neighbor will receive a new innovation in the Potions Task when it is discovered
by the focal agent or their partner (in this case in fully-connected networks), a value of 0.5 means that roughly half of the neighbors in this focal network will receive the new
innovation, as well. Right Column: Dynamic Networks measure the probability that an individual agent will switch one of their current partners to someone they are not yet
connected to, an agent with a probability of 0.5 will switch neighbors approximately every other step of the simulation.

This approach was recently adapted into an agent-based
model (30) where agents on a real-world hunter-gatherer net-
work were able to combine ingredients in a similar fashion
to the previously described experiment. The authors found
that their hunter-gatherer networks were able to find power-
ful crossover innovations much faster than large and small
fully-connected networks. A further extension of this model
explored other network architectures, finding that less con-
nected networks consistently outperformed more connected
networks while holding population size constant (19).

The granular, cumulative, and recombinatorial composi-
tion of the Potions Task, which was originally used in an
experimental context, provides at least two advantages over
similar models of collective problem-solving and innovation.
First, the game explicitly introduces path dependency to the
composition of the task. In the space of possible combina-
tions, there are two trajectories for exploration, and the com-
bination of ingredients at the start guides exploration up one

pathway or another (Fig. 1). Because groups are likely to
use new ingredients they discover rather than returning to
the initial set, this creates path dependency in the model. A
"crossover event" occurs when the highest-performing inno-
vations from each of the two trajectories are first combined
to produce an even better innovation. Groups which are able
to obtain a crossover event do so because they are able to
go backwards in problem space or explore both trajectories
simultaneously to overcome this path dependency.

Second, other models of collective problem-solving do not
incorporate cumulative innovation, in which multiple discov-
eries may be recombined to produce a novel innovation. The
nature of the Potions Task makes its problem well-defined
for asking questions regarding innovation as both a recom-
binatorial process and one of cumulative advances. Analyti-
cally, due to the fact that each agent has a unique inventory
of potions of varying scores, modelers can track the individ-
ual contributions and payoffs of each individual. We can thus
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track the progress made by individuals and compare them to
others to ask questions about the heterogeneity of work and
the impact specific agents have on their networks.

We use the Potions Task to model factors which facilitate
innovation in groups and study how they relate to the contri-
butions of individual agents to both group performance and
inequality. Groups are tasked with combining triads of ingre-
dients to discover novel innovations. Each agent begins each
simulation run with an identical set of six ingredients. At
each time step, each agent in a network selects one neighbor-
ing agent at random and the pair combine either one or two
ingredients together from their inventories to make a triplet.
Agents select which specific item(s) they combine with their
partner based on a probability determined by the item’s score
(Fig. 1, center column). If a valid combination is made, the
agents in the dyad discover a new item and spread it to their
own neighbors with a probability determined by an "inno-
vation diffusion" parameter. Because these new items have a
higher score than the items used to create them, they are more
likely to be used in subsequent combinations. However, de-
pending on which combinations are made early on, one of
two trajectories toward increasingly better potions becomes
more likely. This creates path dependency in the model. To
examine how switching partners can improve performance at
this task, we additionally allow agents to alter one of their
links and connect with a new neighbor with a probability
based on a "change link" parameter at the end of each step.

The simulation ends either after 1,000 steps or when the
network has achieved a "crossover event." This is where final
innovations in both the A trajectory and the B trajectory are
combined, indicating the network has united both paths of
exploration. Because each individual holds onto the items
they discover and receive from others, we track the maximum
innovation scores of each agent’s inventory and calculate a
Gini coefficient for the network, which provides a measure of
inequality associated with the contributions of individuals to
completing the task (14). A higher Gini coefficient indicates
a wider gap in solution quality between the top- and bottom-
scoring individuals. A detailed description of our model is
given in Materials and Methods.

Results

We present our analyses in a piecemeal fashion, asking about
the role that population size, connectivity, rates of innova-
tion diffusion, and link alteration have on cumulative cultural
evolution in random networks and the tradeoff between these
factors and inequality. We then examine similar factors in
connected caveman and several real-world social networks.

Population Size. When measuring by number of steps until
a crossover event, large populations outperform smaller ones
at all levels of connectivity by obtaining a crossover event
faster (Fig. 2A), as in (19). Nevertheless, larger populations
mean that each individual agent has more connections, which
can increase the amount of conformity in the population (if
agents are diffusing ideas to one another, then a group of con-
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Fig. 3. The relationship between inequality and performance in the Potions Task for
number of steps until crossover (top) and number of combinations until crossover
(bottom) across all parameter combinations for all networks, including real world
social networks (labeled).

nected agents will share the same information). Larger popu-
lations with the same level of connectivity may therefore un-
dergo more redundant processes and receive more redundant
information during each time step than smaller populations.
When we look at the number of combinations made—that is,
the number of dyadic interactions at each time step—we find
that smaller networks outperform larger ones per capita (Fig.
2B). In other words, in the Potions Task, more individuals
are beneficial if they are working in parallel, but networks
are better off with fewer individuals if they are working se-
quentially.

We find a clear and negative relationship between Gini in-
equality scores and the size of the network (Fig. 2C). This
can be observed in the reversal of the trends between Fig.
2A and Fig. 2C, and can also be clearly observed in ring
networks where the only manipulated parameter is popula-
tion size (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). In each case, the Gini
coefficient of the network at the time of crossover is much
higher than in larger networks than it is in smaller networks.
The relationship between performance and inequality holds
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true for both the steps to crossover and the combinations to
crossover, across all parameters (Fig. 3A, 3B). Additionally
worth noting is that for steps to crossover, combination time,
and Gini coefficients, smaller populations exhibit more noise
than larger populations; this increase in noise is due to the
decreased likelihood that a smaller network will successfully
complete the Potions Task by the end of simulation at 1,000
steps.

Connectivity and Clustering. We find that less connected
networks perform better at all population sizes for a wide
range of network architectures, as in (19, 29). This can be
seen in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B where random networks with
fewer connections outperform those with more connections.
The results for population connectivity hold regardless of
whether one measures success in terms of steps (Fig. 2A)
or total combinations (Fig. 2B). These findings support pre-
vious work and further generalizes the role that connectivity
plays in innovation in populations (11).

We see a similar relationship as with population size with
respect to these innovation-bolstering factors and inequality.
While there is a positive relationship between connectivity
and time until completion of the Potions Task for both mea-
sures of performance in random networks, we nevertheless
see a stark negative relationship between connectivity and in-
equality (Fig. 2C). In the simulation, more connected net-
works, while taking more time to complete the Potions Task,
end with a more equitable distribution of outcomes at the
point of crossover. In other words, structural heterogeneity
of the edges in the network leads to better solutions for the
network as a whole at the cost of equality of scores across
agents.

Connected Caveman Networks. The connected caveman net-
work divides a population into several strongly connected
"cliques" that are weakly connected to one another (31, 32).
These networks are created starting with several fully con-
nected cliques arranged on a circle, then choosing one node
from each cluster to break one within-cluster link and connect
to a parallel node from a neighboring cluster. This creates a
network which maximizes both its sparsity and its cluster-
ing. As the ratio of clique count to clique size increases, path
length increases and clustering and connectivity decreases
(Table 1). Due to these and its cliquish properties, the con-
nected caveman network has been suggested as a potential
benchmark for testing questions about collective problem-
solving (6, 32). We ran the Potions Task on connected cave-
man networks, altering the number and size of cliques.

We found that for any given population size, networks
which maximize the number of cliques and minimize the size
of each clique outperform networks which maximize clique
size and minimize clique counts (Fig. 4A, Table 1). Net-
work statistics can be seen for these networks of equivalent
sizes in Table 1, including a comparison of the connected
caveman architecture to a ring network of equivalent size.
We observe that minimizing the size of cliques and maxi-
mizing the number of cliques both decreases connectivity of

Table 1. Network Statistics for Connected Cavemen of Size 24

Clique
Count

Clique
Size

Path
Length

Connectivity Degree Steps Gini

8 3 4.84 1.43 2 92 .192
6 4 3.86 2.04 3 106 .187
4 6 2.88 2.54 5 130 .176
3 8 2.32 3.39 7 144 .156

*0 24 6.26 2.0 2 110 .174
*Represents a ring graph of size 24
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Fig. 4. Performance in the Potions Task by connected caveman networks disaggre-
gated by clique size with performance plotted in terms of steps to crossover (top)
and inequality in terms of normalized Gini coefficients in the networks (bottom)

the network and increases path length, similar to the effect
found in random networks when the number of connections
are decreased. These results indicate that in the Potions Task
a larger number of smaller groups outperform a smaller num-
ber of larger groups. These findings strengthen the argument
made by a prior model with simpler group structure that pop-
ulations which exhibit many small groups rather than fewer
large groups will tend to be more productive (23).

As with random networks, we find an inverse relation-
ship between the factors which maximize performance in the
Potions Task (in these networks, the cliquish nature of the
caveman groups) and inequality (Fig. 4B). While connected
caveman structures can solve the Potions Task with high effi-
ciency, the tradeoff between inequality and performance per-
sists. Networks which have more, but smaller cliques, have
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more inequality. These effects are additionally exacerbated
as the size of the connected caveman network grows and the
size of cliques are held constant.

Diffusion Rates. The extent to which agents can share infor-
mation about good solutions with one another can also affect
a population’s ability to solve complex problems. Migliano
et al. (30) found that when hunter-gatherer groups limited
the spread of inventions discovered in the Potions Task only
to family members, crossover rates increased. Models of
other complex problems have found that decreasing the rate
of learning by either making agents less likely to change
their priors or by simply decreasing the rate of interaction
between them bolster the population’s problem-solving abil-
ity (8, 23, 33). We test this by altering the probability that
any given neighbor of an agent who has made a new dis-
covery receives that agent’s new innovation. We found that
fully-connected random networks which limit diffusion out-
perform those that openly spread information (Fig. 2D and
Fig. 2E).

With respect to inequality, we find a negative relationship
between inequality and the diffusion of novel innovations.
Separate from the relatively linear observations between dif-
fusion and performance, we observe a nonlinear effect be-
tween diffusion and inequality: after a probability of diffu-
sion of 0.2, the negative effects of increasing to higher levels
of diffusion are much less than the increase from no levels
of diffusion to low levels of diffusion (Fig. 2F). This non-
linear relationship may be partly due to the fully-connected
nature of these networks. Instead of discovery being clus-
tered in specific sub-sections of the network, as one would
predict in cases of decreased connectivity, the diffuse, but
slower spread of information allows for the network to pre-
serve transient diversity but nevertheless spread discovered
information across all areas of the network, creating fewer
clusters of total inequality.

Dynamic Networks. Several models of collective problem-
solving have found that dynamically altering networks dur-
ing computation by severing, adding, or changing network
links increases performance (7, 29, 34). Because agents do
not always have access to the information in all parts of the
network, alteration of connections allows in some sense for
"eavesdropping" by agents. One would predict that due to the
propensity for different parts of a network to become stuck on
separate trajectories in the Potions Task, the ability to con-
nect to different parts of the network can facilitate crossover
events in a population.

We allowed agents to reorganize their network ties by re-
moving one neighbor and selecting a new one with a set prob-
ability based on a "change link" parameter at the end of each
step. We found that in random networks, connection alter-
ation has no effect on either time to crossover or the result-
ing inequality (Fig. 2G and Fig. 2H). Based on the obser-
vation that average path lengths scale with logN

logK in random
networks, leading to particularly short path lengths (less than
2 on average) (35), we also altered dynamic links in random
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Fig. 5. Performance in the Potions Task in dynamic connected caveman networks
measured by in terms of steps to crossover where k refers to the size of each clique
and nk to the number of each cliques in the network.

networks, keeping population size constant but altering con-
nectivity (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), and in connected caveman
networks altering clique size and clique number (Fig. 5).

We find no effects in our random networks and negative
effects in cavemen networks when cliques are kept small,
with only small effects otherwise (Fig. 5). In random net-
works, this is likely due to relatively short path lengths at all
levels of connectivity. Conversely, the negative effects ob-
served in connected caveman networks is likely due to an in-
crease in path length and a decrease in cliquishness across the
network. While path lengths and connectivity in connected
caveman networks are both kept small due to the networks’
cliquishness, dynamic link alteration causes disparate parts of
the networks to become connected, increasing the conformity
of information across cliques and decreasing the population’s
transient diversity. We additionally see no change in inequal-
ity at crossover in random networks in response to dynamic
link alteration (Fig. 2I).

Performance in Real-World Networks. Finally, we ran our
model on several real-world networks and collected summary
network statistics to identify whether these trends can extend
to real systems. These included both a chimpanzee and ba-
boon network (36), Zachary’s Karate Club network (37), both
hunter-gatherer networks from Migliano et al.’s (30) study,
and a network representing collaborations among faculty and
graduate students in the Department of Cognitive and Infor-
mation Sciences at the University of California, Merced. The
results for this analysis are shown in Table 2. Important to
note is that the coastal hunter gatherers and the karate club
are of equivalent size to one another, as are the forest hunter
and the academic department. Yet in a comparison between
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the karate club and the coastal hunter-gatherers, the karate
club performs 48% better and in a comparison between the
forest hunter-gatherers and the academic department, the de-
partment performs 70% better. As is the case for other archi-
tectures, the advantage in these networks is likely due to their
decreased connectivity and longer path lengths compared to
similar sized counterparts.

Table 2. Network Statistics for Several Real-World Networks

Network N Path
Length

Connectivity Degree Steps Gini

Chimpanzee 23 1.71 5.61 4.35 517 .134
Baboon 25 1.73 6.03 3.88 494 .127
Karate
Club

34 2.42 2.17 4.53 205 .173

Coastal
Agta

37 1.32 20.28 24.76 391 .149

Forest
Agta

53 2.03 12.07 18.0 133 .155

Department 51 3.64 1.60 3.22 41 .262

Each network was run for 300 iterations. Migliano et al. re-
ported 517 and 177 steps for the coastal and forest Agta net-
works after 1,000 iterations, respectively.

Prior research by Migliano et al. (30) theorized that the
structure of hunter-gatherer networks may accelerate cumu-
lative cultural evolution. Others, examining the transmission
of social behaviors in chimpanzees, have argued that chim-
panzee social systems are pre-adapted for similar forms of
cumulative culture (38). Here, when compared to two pri-
mate networks, hunter-gatherer networks outperform both in
time to completion of the Potions Task and have a higher
Gini. Despite the more egalitarian nature of resource sharing
in hunter-gatherer groups compared to primate groups (39),
the Gini coefficient in this study indicates a marked degree of
structure in these networks, leading to an increase in special-
ization in the Potions Task. The explicit advancement of such
role specialization in networks can likely explain the differ-
ence in performance between Agta hunter-gatherers and aca-
demic departments. While it may be true that chimpanzee
networks are pre-adapted for cultural transmission, a ques-
tion worth asking is to what extent broader human social net-
works are pre-adapted for more recent phenomena like role
specialization and cumulative cultural evolution (30, 40).

Discussion

Our findings highlight how network structures which scaf-
fold innovation and collective problem-solving also create in-
equality between individuals within the network. In our sim-
ulations, every factor which helped scaffolded collective per-
formance led to an opposite and proportional trend in the pay-
offs agents received (Fig. 3). Larger networks, less connected
networks, more cliquish networks, and networks which lim-
ited the diffusion of information all improved collective per-
formance at these tasks but created unequal payoffs in the
population.

Prior studies on collective problem-solving have proposed
a number of mechanisms for bolstering a population’s collec-
tive intelligence (5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 20, 23, 25–27, 29, 30, 41).
These are often presented without consideration of tradeoffs
between population-level performance at these tasks and the
impact these factors have on individual agents, leading to the
illusion that factors such as reduced connectivity and infor-
mation transmission represent "a free lunch" for populations,
or at worst, merely sacrifice the time needed to reach high-
quality solutions. This perspective is particularly prevalent in
the economics of innovation where it has been proposed that
technological change provides a cost-free benefit to groups.
As noted by Mokyr (42), "All work on economic growth
recognizes the existence of a ’residual,’ a part of economic
growth that cannot be explained by more capital or more la-
bor, and that thus must to some extent be regarded as a free
lunch. Technological change seems a natural candidate to
explain this residual and has sometimes been equated with it
forthwith." Our results, that the unequal dispersion of benefits
in groups which facilitate innovation, challenge the assump-
tion that technological change comes cost-free. Instead, the
cost is borne by unequal work within these groups. This may,
in term, have important social ramifications.

Our results also address the relationship between an indi-
vidual’s productivity and their two forms of capital: human
capital, broadly defined as an individual’s personal attributes
such as skill level, intelligence, or exploitable knowledge;
and social capital, broadly defined as an individual’s network
of relationships (43). The commonly perceived tradeoff be-
tween these two points of emphasis in the social sciences
have led to both agent-positive (those which emphasize in-
dividual behavior) (44) and agent-negative (those which em-
phasize structural arrangements) (3) views of institutional
improvement. A critical divide between these separate frame-
works of emphasis is why rapid progress in the sciences and
technologies appear to be facilitated by the appearance of
geniuses. Is it simply the case that the secret to improving
science is finding such geniuses in the general population or
is it the case that structural factors facilitate such individu-
als to have overly proportional contributions to the growth of
knowledge? Our results indicate some support towards fac-
tors facilitating the latter perspective, showing that "genius
effects" can arise in a population of entirely "dumb" agents.

We additionally find three results particularly relevant to
the study of collective behavior and innovation orthogonal to
our findings on inequality. First, smaller populations outper-
form larger populations per capita. This adds to the continu-
ing debate on the role that population size plays in scaffolding
innovation by implying that small networks are more efficient
than large networks when taking into account each individ-
ual’s contribution. Second, that connected caveman networks
perform better when the number of cliques are maximized
and when clique sizes are minimized, speaks to the specific
role of group division and composition in complex tasks, im-
plying that that having many small groups may be better than
having fewer large groups. Third, that dynamic link alter-
ation, as a form of inter-group communication, plays a limit-
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ing factor in innovation and stands in contrast to prior explo-
rations of the phenomenon. Further research that is needed in
this area in relation to task type and specific sub-group com-
position.

Several limitations of the current study should be noted.
First, the Potions Task is relatively limited in its ability to
recover some of the earlier results on population dynam-
ics and innovation in which the role that information loss
plays is central. In the Potions Task, although information
is weighted and older forms of information in the form of
lower-scoring potions are less likely to be used than newer
potions, information is never lost. A model of cumulative
innovation similar to the Potions Task which included infor-
mation loss found that a state of intermediate connectivity
can help mitigate loss while simultaneously facilitating dis-
covery. This may in-turn create "intermediate" levels of in-
equality (24). Second, although we extensively show how the
relationship between an agent’s position in the network and
the amount of work they do as one mechanism leading to "ge-
nius" effects, the individual "skill" of an agent is technically
never taken into account—all of our agents have identical a
priori abilities. Reconciling the roles of individual produc-
tivity with the consequences of group structure is an ongoing
challenge. Third, even when taking into account that the po-
sition of an agent in the network influences the work it does,
our model cannot explain why, in real world networks, people
take the positions that they do. This remains a critical ques-
tion for talent acquisition and the study of inequality. Finally,
the relationship between inequality of solutions, which we
measured in this study, and more salient forms of inequality
in the real world such as inequality of outcome, opportunity,
or resources are similarly complex questions in the real world
and not addressed by our model (12).

Materials and Methods

Our research indicates that properties of collective organi-
zation and communication that facilitate innovation also fa-
cilitate increased heterogeneity of work within these groups.
More specifically, this heterogeneity indicates that even in a
population consisting entirely of "dumb" agents, "genius ef-
fects" can arise in some agents rather than others. In the real
world such inequality has been recognized as leading to more
drastic effects in both performance and income, such as the
Pareto principle or the "law of the vital few" (13). Future
work on the economics of innovation and entrepreneurship
should therefore attend more specifically to network-level ef-
fects which give rise to these phenomena and should ask to
what extent crucial innovators play the role of information
synthesizers or aggregators in their broader networks. Al-
though our findings show that network factors which give
rise to innovation also give rise to inequality of performance,
further research on agent-level outcomes in network tasks is
needed, and we suspect that future modeling work may re-
quire the development of more complex multi-task environ-
ments or introduction of agent-specific motivations.

Our model follows the approach of Migliano et al. (30)

and Cantor et al. (19) in modeling the Potions Task from a
prior online experiment (29), but generalized to support ar-
bitrary network structures adding several dynamics such as
dynamic link alteration and having agents adjust the probabil-
ity that they share novel innovations with their connections.
Here we provide a description of the model below, written in
Python using the Mesa library (45).

Entities and State Variables. Each model is comprised of
agents assembled as nodes on a network. The principle model
dynamic is elaborated through pairs of agents (dyads) com-
bining sets of items beginning from an initial inventory of six
that each agent starts with. Each ideal network is unweighted,
but several of the real-world networks (chimpanzee, baboon,
and Agta hunter-gatherer) are weighted networks.

Items in each agent’s inventory are initialized in an array
containing two values: the name of the item and the item’s
score. In order to craft new items, three specific items must
be combined between two agents. With the initial set of six
items, there are two valid combinations which can be made:
a combination of items a1, a2, and a3 or a combination of
items b1, b2, and b3. These will form items 1a and 1b, re-
spectively, which can be combined with items from the initial
set in order to make further items. Agents select each item
based on a probability calculated by dividing each specific
item’s score by the sum of the scores of all the items in the in-
ventories. Because each novel item discovered is on another
"tier" above the set of items used to create it and has a higher
score, this creates path dependency in the model (agents are
unlikely to go back and use older items in their inventory over
new ones). There are four such "tiers" of items which can be
discovered and combined and a fifth tier, which is formed by
combining each of the two items on the two separate fourth
tiers with one another. The specific scores and item combi-
nations are seen in Fig. 1.

Each ideal network has a number of state variables
which are manipulated. Random networks are initialized as
Erdős–Rényi networks with the number of agents and crit-
ical edge probability as initial variables, ring networks are
initialized with the number of agents as initial variables, and
connected cavemen are initialized with the number of cliques
and clique size as initial variables. Common to these network
structures are the probability of diffusion (or the probability
that each individual neighbor of an individual agent which
discovers an item receives a new innovation when the focal
agent discovers one) and the probability of link alteration, or
the probability that each agent has one of its links removed
and a new one added at the end of each step in the model.

Model Process. Following initialization, the model runs
through several steps where agents select a partner, select
which item(s) from their inventory they will be combining
with their partner, making a combination, and, if combina-
tions are successful, diffusing it to their neighbors. These
steps are as follows.

1. Model initialization: A network is created with its re-
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spective parameters. For each node of the graph, an agent is
initialized with a score of zero and an inventory comprised of
six items: three from an “A trajectory” and three from a “B
trajectory.” Each item in the inventory is comprised of three
parts: the name/level of the item (e.g., a1, a2, a3, b1, b2,
b3) and a score which each initial item and items discovered
thereafter carries for itself (with innovation values of 6, 8,
and 10 for the three initial items in each trajectory).

2. Dyad selection: At each step, each agent chooses a part-
ner they are connected to on the network with a random prob-
ability. In weighted networks, this probability is non-random
and is calculated as each edge weight and agent has divided
by the sum of all of its weights. As neighbors are simply cho-
sen with some probability, it is possible for a focal neighbor
to select an individual which is already interacting with them
(e.g., if a network is initialized with just two agents, the two
agents will simply select each other).

3. Item selection: In the model, new items are formed
by triad combinations of old items. As triad combinations
are made between dyads of agents, the focal agent randomly
selects whether it will be trading either one item or two items
with their partner. The focal agent and its partner then cycle
through their respective inventories, assigning probabilities
to each item in the array. This is obtained by summing the
innovation scores of each item and dividing individual scores
by each sum (e.g., the initial inventory innovation scores of
6, 8, 10, 6, 8, 10 will yield respective probabilities of .125,
.167, .208, .125, .167, .208).

4. Item combination: Agents and their partners then se-
lect the number of items previously assigned to them in the
last step, based on items’ calculated probabilities and with-
out replacement, and combine their items. The combination
is saved as a list and compared to lists of valid combinations
copied directly from Derex and Boyd (29) (Fig. 1). If an
invalid combination is made, nothing happens. If a valid
combination is made, then the agent and their partner add
a new innovation (with its own respective innovation values
and scores) to their inventories.

5. Innovation diffusion: If a new innovation is added to the
agents’ inventories, both agents then check the inventories of
all of their partners and spread it to neighbors which do not
already possess it with some probability of diffusion. This
means that in a fully-connected network with a full proba-
bility of diffusion, the entire network obtains the innovation;
with a .5 probability of diffusion, half the network will ac-
quire the innovation.

6. Scoring: Scores are then obtained for each agent based
on the tier of discovery an agent has obtained: with the first
tier yielding a score of 48, second tier 109, third tier 188, and
the fourth tier (which requires a crossover from the A and B
trajectory) being 358. The maximum score of an item in an
agent’s list is determined to be their overall score.

7. Connection Alteration: At the end of each step each
network can rewire its connections. With some probability
between 0 and 1, each agent randomly selects a partner they
are connected to, removes its link from that partner, and adds

a link with a partner they were previously unconnected to.
At a probability of 1, all agents will change partners; with a
probability of .5, half of the network will change partners.

8. End and Crossover: The simulation ends either when
the network has achieved a "crossover event," whereby the
final inventions in both the A trajectory and the B trajectory
are themselves finally combined, indicating the network has
discovered and united both paths of exploration, or when it
has reached 1,000 steps (when the majority of networks > 15
individuals will have already obtained a crossover event. For
a list of success rates at 1,000 steps, see SI Appendix, Table
S1).

Data Collection. Data were collected at the end of each step
in the model. Agent-level data include each agent’s score and
its inventory. From this an average score, a Gini coefficient,
and the maximum score of all the agents were collected. Sim-
ulations ended when any agent achieved a maximum score of
358, indicating that a crossover event had been accomplished.
The step at which the crossover event had taken place was
then recorded.

The Gini coefficient is a measure of inequality based on
the mean of absolute differences between all pairs of individ-
uals in the population (14). The Gini coeffcient is defined
as: ∑n

i=1
∑n

j=1 |xi−xj |
2n2x̄

(1)

Where n is the number of agents in the population and x
is the value of an individual agent’s maximum item score.

Using NetworkX (46) we additionally recorded some
summary statistics about each of the networks including the
network’s initial and final path length, its initial and final
clustering coefficient, and whether the network was a com-
plete network at initialization. For several arrangements of
the connected caveman (Table 1) and real-world networks
(Table 2) we also calculated the average degree of the net-
work.

Data and Code Availability. Data in CSV format along-
side the Python code for all simulations, the edge lists of
the real-world networks, and the code for analyses have been
deposited in Github: https://github.com/cmoserj/Potions-
Model.
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Fig. S1. Normalized performance in the Potions Task in ring networks in terms of the networks’ Gini coefficients (blue) and steps to
Crossover (red).
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Fig. S2. Performance in the Potions Task in dynamic random networks networks disaggregated by population size and edge probability.
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Table S1. Crossover completion rates for networks of all sizes at a simulation cutoff of 1,000 steps

Network Agents Success rate
Ring 5 0.247
Ring 10 0.669
Ring 15 0.859
Ring 20 0.938
Ring 25 0.97
Ring 50 0.999
Ring 100 1
Random 5 0.134
Random 10 0.369
Random 15 0.534
Random 20 0.643
Random 25 0.723
Random 50 0.926
Random 100 0.996
Caveman 6 0.341
Caveman 8 0.464
Caveman 9 0.594
Caveman 10 0.55
Caveman 12 0.696
Caveman 15 0.814
Caveman 16 0.841
Caveman 18 0.867
Caveman 20 0.902
Caveman 21 0.938
Caveman 24 0.943
Caveman 25 0.942
Caveman 27 0.978
Caveman 28 0.973
Caveman 30 0.972
Caveman 32 0.987
Caveman 35 0.986
Caveman 36 0.99
Caveman 40 0.993
Caveman 45 0.996
Caveman 50 0.998
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